CODE VII
Name_________________________
Child’s Name___________________
School ________________________

Birthdate____________
Sex________________
Grade______________

Age____

In order to assist the school in providing an educational program to meet the
needs of your child, please complete the following inventory. After completing
this inventory, place it in a sealed envelope and have your child return to his/her
teacher. Thank you.
Check the following items as each best describes your child. Each time you mark
“A Great Deal” please indicate in the space provided examples of how your child
demonstrates this behavior.
Very Little
1. Is curious, asks many questions

2. Persists in examining and exploring his/her environments

3. Is independent

4. Has a great imagination

5. Is full of ideas, verbal; has conversational fluency

6. Is bored with routine tasks

7. Can occupy time usefully

8. Pursues independent interests

9. Interested in a wide range of things

10. Likes school
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Very Little
11. Has lots of ideas to share

12. Likes to pretend

13. Likes to have his/her ideas heard

14. Has above average coordination and ability in organized games

15. Has a long attention span

16. Is friendly and outgoing

17. Has a keen sense of humor

18. Reads intensively in areas of special interest

19. Has interests of older children or adults especially reading and
games

20. Can create with commonplace materials

21. Seems to be a loner part of the time

22. Is involved in numerous projects and activities

23. Is a leader with older children

24. Has high expectations of self

25. Searches for new ways to do a familiar task
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Very Little
26. Enjoys and responds to beauty

27. Asks a lot of questions about a variety of topics

28. Wants to know how things work and why things happen

29. Is aware of problems others do not see

30. Enjoys other people and seeks them out
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